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Please note that the content of this book primarily
consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other
free sources online. Pages: 25. Chapters: History of
shogi, Computer shogi, Clubhouse Games, Shogi
strategy and tactics, List of shogi video games, Kisei,
Meijin, Honshogi: Naitou Kudan Shogi Hiden, Osho,
Oi, Ryu-oh, Kioh, Tsumeshogi, Shotest Shogi, Oza,
Saiky Habu Sh gi, Habu Meijin no Omoshiro Sh gi,
Pro Kishi Jinsei Simulation: Sh gi no Hanamichi,
Habu Yoshiharu Sh gi de Kitaeru: Ketsudanryoku
DS, 4 Nin Sh gi, Morita Shogi 64, GNU Shogi, AI
Shogi 3, XShogi. Excerpt: Shogi sh gi, generals'
chess) ( ), also known as Japanese chess, is a twoplayer board game in the same family as Western
chess, chaturanga, and Chinese Xiangqi, and is the
most popular of a family of chess variants native to
Japan. Sh gi means general's (sh ) boardgame (gi ).
In early years, however, shogi was written (the same
as Xiangqi, "elephant chess"). The earliest
predecessor of the game, chaturanga, originated in
India in the 6th century, and spread from China to
Japan, where it spawned a number of variants.
Shogi in its present form was played as early as the
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16th century, while a direct ancestor without the
"drop rule" was recorded from 1210 in a historical
document Nich reki, which is an edited copy of Sh ch
reki and Kaich reki from the late Heian period (ca
1120). According to ChessVariants.com, "Perhaps
the enduring popularity of Shogi can be attributed to
its 'drop rule'; it was the first chess variant wherein
captured pieces could be returned to the board to be
used as one's own. David Pritchard credits the drop
rule to the practice of 16th century mercenaries who
switched loyalties when captured-no doubt as an
alternative to execution." A traditional sh gi-ban
(shogi board) displaying a set of koma (pieces). The
pieces on the far side are turned to show their
promoted values. The stands on either side are
komadai used to hold captured pieces....
A complete and fascinating exposition of the game of
Shogi (Japanese chess). Includes rules, strategy,
problems and sample games.
Due to some changing circumstances, I am
changing quite a number of things in my approach
for getting this game out to the public. I will be
shutting down the P.O. Box mentioned in this book,
and www.tinesandbarbs.com is the new website for
the game. A lot of other stuff is happening, so I am
working on an extensive revision to this book. The
game itself is not changing (except the Bowtie
Marcher version on pages 207-8 a little bit). I am
very pleased with all that is going on now, so I need
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a new definitive book!! The back of the book states
that this book is a search for a better board game,
and this search culminates in the game of Tines and
Barbs. This book has a supporting website
www.tinesandbarbs.yolasite.com for players to use.
A free one year membership to this site comes with
the book as well as your first five submissions to the
site to add to the lore of the game. Tines and Barbs
is a board game superior to chess. It has the
additional abilities of the pieces to rotate, fire shots,
and shield squares from other shots or movement of
pieces past them. Injured pieces can heal, and
shields can be broken restoring pieces and squares
to full use. The rotating action allows pieces to
access other directions in which to perform their
necessary deeds. In order to accomplish these many
functions, a turn scale is implemented. Each
operation is assigned a certain number of points,
and a turn is spent by performing operations on one
or more pieces or squares until the turn allotment is
used up. Thus, a great variety of turn types is
possible. This great variety is the gateway to a new
age of supercomplex games. Is it possible for people
to beat supercomputers at board games? The author
believes that a game designed to use the natural
heuristic thought processes that people have while
having a gigantic tree of possibilities is the key. The
gigantic tree of possiblities for Tines and Barbs is too
large for even the fastest supercomputers to search
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through to find decent moves. The game is based on
the easy to understand concepts of rotating pieces,
firing shots, and shielding squares. Humans will find
decent moves just by seeing what needs to happen,
and a logical turn choice will come forth. The
computer will get bogged down searching through
the nearly endless branches of possibility. Hence, it
should perform poorly against people. A goal of the
book is to instill discernment in a player on what
constitutes a good board game. Thus, the player is
shown what to look for in a game. A goal of the
game of Tines and Barbs is that it should have a
very balanced outcome statistic for the two colors. In
other words, it shouldn't make any difference if a
player gets White or Black in a tie break game
because either color offers the same chances of
winning. This is not the case with chess. However,
shogi's (the Japanese form of chess) outcome
statistics are very close to being balanced. To
discuss the website in a bit more detail, the
author/inventor of Tines and Barbs has a website to
support his book and game. It is
www.tinesandbarbs.yolasite.com. Tines and Barbs
players can register themselves, their clubs, and
their games for other players to find and utilize.
Craftsman and artisans can make quality Tines and
Barbs sets for players to use and list their services
on the site. I have provided the instructions to make
a functional game prototype in the book (page 198).
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However, people who want a more refined game set
can obtain one through one of the craftsman on the
website. The "fee" for a craftsman or artisan to get
listed on my site is to make me a Tines and Barbs
set exactly as they would make it for a customer. I
will describe the functionality and materials used in
this set on the site for players to determine if that is
the kind of Tines and Barbs set that they would want.
The book also discusses some non-standard ways
to play the game, which gives some nice variety.
Centuries before sudoku, crossword puzzles, or
word searches challenged Western minds, Japanese
military and royalty were creating and enjoying
tsume puzzles. Tsume puzzles are mating puzzles
for shogi (Japanese chess.) Shogi's history dates
back 1000 years with archeological evidence that
shogi existed in Japan at least by the 11th century.
Some of the greatest know tsume puzzle books date
back several centuries. Tsume puzzles have a long
and honored tradition. Tsume are widely recognized
to improve shogi skills. Tsume are also fun puzzles
that anyone can enjoy. Whether your interest is in
improving your shogi game, or just solving puzzles,
this book provides many hours of entertaining shogi
riddles. In this book you will find: * A complete
introduction with rules of tsume puzzles and shogi
rules that apply * Over 200 tsume puzzles of varying
difficulty * Puzzles ranging from one move to thirteen
moves * Solutions * Explanatory notes to many
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solutions * A quick reference section for those new
to tsume and shogi
The ultimate training for players who want to become
champions.This is the first part of this series of exercises from
Shinya Kojima games that you can use as models.These
problems will allow you to experience the conditions of a real
game.If you want to win more games, nothing is more useful
than improving your ability to calculate combinations.This
book contains 41 exercises.
Learn and master the fascinating game of Japanese Chess or
"Shogi" with this expert guide and Chess set. Japanese
Chess: The Game of Shogi is the ultimate strategy guidebook
for players of any skill level to improve their game and
winning strategies. Played by millions around the world, Shogi
is the uniquely Japanese variant of chess. It is the only
version in which an opponent's captured piece can be
dropped back onto the board as one's own. This makes for
extremely exciting, dynamic gameplay in which momentum
can quickly shift back and forth between players. Trevor
Legett, expert player and longtime resident of Japan, gives
you all the information you need to play the game, form its
basic rules to winning tactics. Also included in this book are:
Sample game and commentary Discussion of various
opening strategies and game positions Explanation of how to
read a Japanese score Fold-out Shogi board Sturdy paper
playing pieces Japanese Chess features everything you need
to get started playing this challenging and fun game!
This app gives an overview of the Japanese game shogi,
Chinese xiangqi and the game of Go.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of
articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online.
Pages: 142. Chapters: Traditional Easter games, Traditional
board games, Chess, Go, Alquerque, Nine Men's Morris,
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Shogi, Xiangqi, Gomoku, Backgammon, Mancala, Shatranj,
Fanorona, Five Field Kono, Senet, Tables, Mak-yek, List of
mancala games, Ko shogi, Traditional games in the
Philippines, Tafl games, Computer shogi, Heian shogi,
Traditional games of Andhra Pradesh, Go variants, Janggi,
Daldos, Makruk, Yut, Pasang, Jegichagi, Chaturanga,
Pachisi, Jungle, Chadarangam, Egg dance, Chopat,
Chaturaji, Fox games, Rimau-rimau, Dablot Prejjesne,
Kharbaga, Egg tapping, Pallanguzhi, Komikan, O n quan,
Sittuyin, Tab, Pah Tum, Dash-guti, Ali Guli Mane, Kolowis
Awithlaknannai, Traditional Easter games and customs, Lau
kata kati, Luzhanqi, Zamma, Bagh-Chal, Bagh bandi, Sherbakar, Egg tossing, Wali, Egara-guti, Buga-shadara, Golskuish, Felli, Pretwa, Indian chess, Meurimueng-rimueng-do,
Bear games, List of traditional children's games, Square
chess, Fetaix, Demala diviyan keliya, Picaria, Egg hunt,
Peralikatuma, Aadu puli attam, Chowka bhara, Tiger game
played with forty, Ashte kashte, Adugo, Four Field Kono, Tant
Fant, Alea evangelii, Mehen, Kaooa, Ming Mang, Choko,
Tapatan, Shisima, Tsoro Yematatu, High Jump, Yote,
Pulijudam, Tumbang preso, Mu Torere, List of Vietnamese
traditional games, Surakarta, Chaupar, Razzle, Nine Holes,
Butterfly, Pong Hau K'i, Permainan-Tabal, Egg-jarping,
Tenshi no Solitaire, Sahkku, Makonn. Excerpt: K sh gi ( or
'wide (elephant) chess') is a large-board variant of shogi, or
Japanese chess. The game dates back to the turn of the 18th
century and is based on xiangqi and go as well as shogi.
Credit for its invention has been given to Confucian scholar
Ogy Sorai. Unlike standard shogi, pieces may not be dropped
back into play after being captured. Promotion rules are
complex, and the fates of...
Yugi enters the Duel Monsters, the world's most popular
collectible card game, where he must face ruthless opponents
like game designer Maximillion Pegasus in the hopes of
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discovering the origin of the game and his own powers.
The ancient board game of Shogi, or Japanese Chess, has
been played for hundreds of years. Shogi is the king of chess
games, and is arguably more complex and abstract than
international chess or Xiangqi (Chinese chess). However, few
books have been published in the English language on Shogi
strategy. This Shogi book demonstrates optimal strategies,
verified by modern computer analysis. The book is heavily
illustrated with pictographic chess board diagrams, similar to
diagrams in international chess books. These picture pieces
are easier to visualize than classical Shogi Japanese
character piece labels. Excessive use of algebraic notation is
avoided, making it easier to follow game annotations, and to
evaluate positions. This book is an easier way for English
speakers to learn this complex board game, that has a
tactical language quite different from that of international
chess or Chinese chess. Topics include: ? Shogi Rules and
Notation systems ? Opening Game Theories and Pitfalls ?
Castles - Yagura, Anaguma, Mino, Elmo, etc. ? Middle Game
and End Game Tactics ? Infiltration and Dropping Tactics ?
Numerous Checkmate Problems and Solutions ? Annotated
Games Illustrate Rules and Tactics ? Hundreds of Illustrations
- An Actual Board is Not Needed to Follow Annotated
Examples
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of
articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources online.
Pages: 122. Chapters: Chess, Go, Alquerque, Nine Men's
Morris, Shogi, Xiangqi, Gomoku, Backgammon, Mancala,
Shatranj, Fanorona, Five Field Kono, Senet, Tables, Mak-yek,
List of mancala games, Ko shogi, Tafl games, Computer
shogi, Heian shogi, Go variants, Janggi, Daldos, Makruk, Yut,
Pasang, Chaturanga, Pachisi, Jungle, Chadarangam,
Chopat, Chaturaji, Fox games, Rimau-rimau, Dablot
Prejjesne, Kharbaga, Pallanguzhi, Komikan, O n quan,
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Sittuyin, Tab, Pah Tum, Dash-guti, Ali Guli Mane, Kolowis
Awithlaknannai, Lau kata kati, Luzhanqi, Zamma, Bagh-Chal,
Bagh bandi, Sher-bakar, Wali, Egara-guti, Buga-shadara, Golskuish, Felli, Pretwa, Indian chess, Meurimueng-rimueng-do,
Bear games, Square chess, Fetaix, Demala diviyan keliya,
Picaria, Peralikatuma, Aadu puli attam, Chowka bhara, Tiger
game played with forty, Ashte kashte, Adugo, Four Field
Kono, Tant Fant, Alea evangelii, Mehen, Kaooa, Ming Mang,
Choko, Tapatan, Shisima, Tsoro Yematatu, High Jump, Yote,
Pulijudam, Mu Torere, Surakarta, Chaupar, Razzle, Nine
Holes, Butterfly, Pong Hau K'i, Permainan-Tabal, Sahkku,
Makonn. Excerpt: K sh gi ( or 'wide (elephant) chess') is a
large-board variant of shogi, or Japanese chess. The game
dates back to the turn of the 18th century and is based on
xiangqi and go as well as shogi. Credit for its invention has
been given to Confucian scholar Ogy Sorai. Unlike standard
shogi, pieces may not be dropped back into play after being
captured. Promotion rules are complex, and the fates of
several pieces are interdependent. The objective is to capture
the opponent's commanding pieces: The general, plus the
governor if present, or either the banner or middle army if not.
Two players, Black and White, play on a go board ruled into a
grid of 19 ranks (rows) by 19 files (columns) with a total of
361 intersections. Each player has a...
Master the game of Japanese Chess—or shogi with this easy
to follow shogi guide. The game of shogi is a chess-like game
of strategy long played in Japan. This book is the ultimate
strategy guide on shogi for beginners and experienced
players alike. The step-by-step instructions an easy to follow
diagrams lead the reader through the strategies and
intricacies of one of Japan's most popular war games. The
book includes explanations of: The shogi board The moves of
the different pieces The effective use of the various pieces in
game situations The use of "paratroopers" (pieces captured
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from an opponent) Defenses against attacks The relative
value of each of the pieces A sample game and commentary
various possible openings and their results How to read a
Japanese score The books author, Trevor Leggett, head of
Japanese-language broadcasts for the BBC, is an expert
guide, holding a rank of fourth dan in shogi making him the
ideal teacher for a Western audience.
..,
This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed
postproceedings of the Second International Conference on
Computers and Games, CG 2001, held in Hamamatsu, Japan
in October 2000. The 23 revised full papers presented
together with two invited contributions and five reviews were
carefully refereed and selected during two rounds of
reviewing and improvement. The papers are organized in
topical sections on search and strategies, learning and
pattern acquisition, theory and complexity issues, and further
experiments on game; the reviews presented are on
computer language games, computer Go, intelligent agents
for computer games, RoboCup, and computer Shogi.
Is Nine-Men Morris, in the hands of perfect players, a win for
white or for black - or a draw? Can king, rook, and knight
always defeat king and two knights in chess? What can Go
players learn from economists? What are nimbers, tinies,
switches and minies? This book deals with combinatorial
games, that is, games not involving chance or hidden
information. Their study is at once old and young: though
some games, such as chess, have been analyzed for
centuries, the first full analysis of a nontrivial combinatorial
game (Nim) only appeared in 1902. The first part of this book
will be accessible to anyone, regardless of background: it
contains introductory expositions, reports of unusual
tournaments, and a fascinating article by John H. Conway on
the possibly everlasting contest between an angel and a
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devil. For those who want to delve more deeply, the book
also contains combinatorial studies of chess and Go; reports
on computer advances such as the solution of Nine-Men
Morris and Pentominoes; and theoretical approaches to such
problems as games with many players. If you have read and
enjoyed Martin Gardner, or if you like to learn and analyze
new games, this book is for you.
With more than 400 illustrations, and detailed maps, this
immense and deeply researched account of the history of
chess covers not only the Persian and Arab game familiar to
most Westerners for the past 500 years, but also variants
going back 1500 years that are still being played in some
parts of the world. The evolution of strategic board games,
especially in India, China and Japan, is discussed in detail.
The many more recent chess variants (board sizes, new
pieces, 3-D etc.) are fully covered. Instructions for play are
provided, with historical context, for every form of the game.
Includes information about chess history, chess variants, fairy
chess, shogi, shatranj, and xiangqi. “The definitive work for
those who want to learn how not only the modern game of
chess has evolved, but its many variants which date back
1500 years and are still played in various parts of the
world”—IM John Donaldson (JeremySilman.com)“Impressive
account of the history of chess.... Certainly one of the most
interesting reads on the history of chess!”—Chessbook
Reviews“A thoroughly researched work that not only
introduces a wide variety of chess variants, but will act as a
wonderful and unique reference to the field of chess and
game history”—Mind’s Eye Press
? With more than 400 illustrations, and detailed maps, this
immense and deeply researched account of the history of
chess covers not only the modern international game, derived
from Persian and Arab roots, but a broad spectrum of variants
going back 1500 years, some of which are still played in
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various parts of the world. The evolution of strategic board
games, especially in India, China and Japan, is discussed in
detail. Many more recent chess variants (board sizes, new
pieces, 3-D, etc.) are fully covered. Instructions for play are
provided, with historical context, for every game presented.
Excerpt from Japanese Chess (Shô-Ngi): The Science and
Art of War or Struggle Philosophically Treated Chinese Chess
(Chong-Kie) And I-Go R. Inspired by the grand economy of
the nature which reveals itself into the causes and effects
governing all things from the universe down to molecular
existences, admiring the almost incomprehensible foresight,
clear plans and diplo matic movements of Thomas Paine,
Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson and that sort of
personages, and the tactics and strategy of George
Washington - those who won the victory in a colossal chess
game of humanity in which they stood for the side of pure
democracy - thus inspired, while the little Japanese of the
small little island Empire are contesting with the gigantic and
most puisant Russian Autocrat, the writer dares say that it is
not merely a great number of population, nor enormous
amount of pecuniary wealth, nor an immensely extensive
territory, nor a considerable superiority of naval and military
materiels, nor all these conditions put together that one
belligerent power compels another to do what the former
wants. About the Publisher Forgotten Books publishes
hundreds of thousands of rare and classic books. Find more
at www.forgottenbooks.com This book is a reproduction of an
important historical work. Forgotten Books uses state-of-theart technology to digitally reconstruct the work, preserving the
original format whilst repairing imperfections present in the
aged copy. In rare cases, an imperfection in the original, such
as a blemish or missing page, may be replicated in our
edition. We do, however, repair the vast majority of
imperfections successfully; any imperfections that remain are
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intentionally left to preserve the state of such historical works.
Provides an invaluable and very accessible addition to
existing biographic sources and references, not least
because of the supporting biographies of major writers and
the historical and cultural notes provided.
The book provides highlights on the key concepts and trends
of evolution in The History of Chinese Board Games, as one
of the series of books of “China Classified Histories”.
The ultimate training for players who want to become
champions.This is the second part of this series of exercises
from Nanjo Ryosuke games that you can use as
models.These problems will allow you to experience the
conditions of a real game.If you want to win more games,
nothing is more useful than improving your ability to calculate
combinations.This book contains 10 exercises.
Shogi -- Japanese chess -- is the supreme game of strategy,
and this book is the key to its mastery. The work covers the
history, rules, and philosophy of shogi, drawing analogies with
famous military battles, and includes some classic shogi
problems.
“THE GAME OF GO” was one of the first books in English to
describe the national game of Japan: Go. As a practical
guide, anyone reading this book can learn to play the game of
Go without an instructor. It also contains an interesting history
of the game, the rules of play explained and illustrated,
openings, games, ending and problems. Like chess, Go is a
strategic board game and is considered by many, to be
superior. The board is ruled like that for Go Bang, except that
it has nineteen instead of seventeen lines intersecting as
many more at right angles; it is said that if there were two
more lines the possible combinations of the game would
transcend the powers of the human mind. The game consists
in two players with black and white stones, or counters,
endeavoring to surround territory — and the opponent's men —
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by placing one man on the board at a time, which is not
moved unless captured. The stones are placed at the
intersection of lines and are surrounded (captured, killed)
when each line from a stone or group leads to a stone of the
opposite color upon the next “me;" hence it is often
necessary to place some of one's stones within a hollow
group in order to effect its capture. Go is probably the oldest
of all known games: some authorities say that it was invented
by a vassal of a Chinese emperor who reigned from 1718 to
1767 B.C.: others to an emperor reigning from 2357 to 2256
B. C. A game easily recognized as Go is mentioned casually
in a Chinese work dated about a thousand years before
Christ. The game was introduced into Japan about the year
735 A.D., and for the two hundred years players have been
classified with titles. The stones or “Ishi” correspond in
number with the “Me” or points of intersection—180 are white
and 181 black; the weaker player takes black and first move.
In practice the entire number are never used. The author has
found that Casino chips are the best substitute for the
Japanese stones. The game comes to an end when the
frontiers of the opposing groups are in contact. There are but
four rules for the game. A careful perusal of the book will
incite a desire to add to one's pleasure, skill and resources
this old game which is relatively new to our world.
Be prepared for a complex battle of wits as you take on
opponents in some of the toughest card and board games in
the world. The Oriental Mind Games Pack contains all you
need to get to grips with five centuries-old versions of chess
and poker and their many variants. Played by ancient
emperors and mighty warriors in the Far East and Asia, these
are not games involving luck or chance - instead, they call on
clever strategic planning in order to outmanoeuvre the
opposition. Learn how to play Chinese Chess, a game often
quoted as being the most popular board game in the world,
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Hanafuda, a challenging Japanese card game, the chesstype game of Shogi from Japan, or Chaturanga, one of the
oldest known versions of chess. The pack comes with full
instructions on how to play these and more and is ideal for
families, providing people of many ages with endless hours of
exciting entertainment.
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